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6 Professor Young's Demonstration 
The tribasic salt gives-- 
Dried at ~12 °. 
Carbon . . . 21"89 22"07 
Hydrogen . . 8"06 2'82 
Oxygen . . . 23"75 28'73 
Oxide of lead 52'30 51"88 
100'00 100'00 
Formula deduced. 
C~ = 138"0 2 l'f~0 
H 1 = 18"0 2"76 
O~0 = 160"0 f~4,'57 
3.PbO -- 385.1 51.¢7 
651.1 lOO.O0 
I f  we consider the xanthorhamnine, as dried in the oil-bath, 
to be then anhydrous, the bodies analysed become 
Xanthorhamnine, dry -- C~8 Hl~ O14. 
... dried at 212 ° -- C~ Ha~ O14 + Aq. 
... dried in vacuo = Cgz HI~ O14 + 15 Aq. 
1st lead salt, C~z Hl~ O14 + 2.PbO + 3 Aq. 
2nd lead salt, Ce3 H1~ O14 + 3.PbO + 6 Aq. 
The xanthorhamnine is thus formed by tim addition of one 
equivalent of water and two of oxygen to the chrysorhamnine, 
asC2aH n011+HO+02 = C2aH1~O14. And if we were 
to consider the substance dried in the oil-bath at 820 ° still to 
retain an atom of water, it should be simply oxidated chry- 
sorhamnine, being, when dry, 
C~s Hll O11 "dl- 20.  
I I I .  Demonstration of the Rule of :Fourier. 13 9 J. R. 
Yovl~6, Esq., Professor of Mathematics in Belfast College% 
E VERY thing relating to the analysis and solution of nu- merical equations has at length been brought under tile 
dominion of common algebra, with the single exception of the 
rule which Fourier has proposed for diseovering the character 
of a pair of roots indicated in a given interval. The investi- 
gation of this rule has hitherto involved the analytical theory 
of curves, or else the theorem of Lagrange on the limits of 
Taylor's series. It is desirable that this rule be stripped of 
its transcendental form, and be reduced to a level with the 
other general principles that now constitute the doctrine of 
numerical equations. It is the intention of the following proof 
to effect his object. 
Let a, b represent the numbers which bound the doubtful 
interval comprehending the two roots sought. We may con- 
sider these numbers to be positive, giving rise to the following 
variations in the three final fimctions : - -  
f~ (*) f ,  (*) f(x) 
* Communicated by theAuthor. 
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of the Rule of Fourier. 7 
C--)  . . . . . . . .  + - + 
(b.) . . . . . . . .  + + + 
Let a + h be one of the intervening roots o f f  (x) = o--the 
least--and b-- k the other : we shall assume hand k to be real 
From common algebraical principles we have 
h ~ h 3 
f2 (a + h) ----fu (a) +f~ (a) h +f4  (a) -~- +f5  (a) 1.2.3 
+ . . . .  den (a) i .2 .3 . . ,  n- -2;  
and the right-hand member of this is the second limiting po- 
lynomial derived from 
h~ h8 hn [1.] 
these limiting polynomials being 
. , h ~ h s ~ , . hn_ ,  
f~(a)h +fs(a)-~ +f4(a)~.. 8 +. ,  ..otn (a) 2.3.-~-.~.n_1 [2.] 
an-  2 
f~(a) +fa (a) h +fa(a)~ + . . . .  f ,  (a)~.3.-~.n_ 2 E3.] 
The positive roots of the equations [1.] = O, [2.] = 0, [~.] 
- -0 ,  when written in ascending order~ are known to arrange 
themselves as follows : - -  
0 0 a~ a~ . . . . .  
0 b 1 b~ . . . .  
C I C~ , , ,  
Consequently [1.] can suffer no change of sign as h proceeds 
from h = 0 up to h = c l, the least positive root of I-3.] ----- 0. 
And a like conclusion has of course place when in ['1.], [2.], 
[3]~ -- k is put for h a. 
Now by hypothesis, 
h ~ 
f (a  + h) =f(a)  +f l  (a) ,~ +f~ (a) ~- + . . . .  = 0 
k: 
f(b--k) =f(b) - - f~  (b) k 4 f~ (b)~- - - . . . .  = o. 
And by the conclusions just established, 
h ~ 
+ . . . . . .  
k: 
and f2  (b) ~ - - .  . . . .  
These inferences qually follow though al, a~, &c. be imaginary. 
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8 The Rev. Brice Bronwin on the 
are both positive quantities. Also by hypothesis f l  (a) is ne- 
gative, andf l  (b) positive : consequently in the equality 
f(a) _ h ' f~ (~) h~ 
C.)- -~)TV} ~ + . . . .  
the terms after h are, in the aggregate negative ; and in 
f (b) _ k +~ (~) k~ 
f l  -(~ f ,  (b) 2 . . . .  
the terms a f te r -  k are~ in the aggregate positive. Hence, 
by subtraction, 
f (a )  , f (b )  -- h + k + a negative quantity 
f, 
therefore, regarding only absolute numerical values, 
f (a )  . f (b)  h 
f ,  (~) ~- f -7~< + k. 
But b -- a is necessarily not less than h + k: consequently 
f (a )  + f (b )  
f ,  (a) 1'~-~ < b -- a, 
the condition which must be fulfilled whenever, as assumed 
above, the doubtful roots are real: and this is the criterion of 
Fourier. 
Belfast, May 13, 1843. 
IV. On the Problem of  Three Bodies. By  the Rev. Bluc~ 
BRO~WIN*. 
L ET M, m, and m r be three bodies acting upon each other with forces as the recipcocal square of the distance ; let 
x, y, and z be the coordinates of m, x r, yl, and z I those of m t, 
both reli~rred to M as their origin ; also let a" = x r -  x, 
ffl _ j _ y, z u .= z~ -- z be those of m r parallel to the former, 
having m for their origin ; and let 
r = V'x 2 + 3fl ~ ? = '¢" a't~ + yl~ + zl~,~ r" = ~/x"~ + 3/"~ + ztI~ 
To abridge we shall make M + m =/~ M + m I =/~r, m + mf 
=/~", M+m+mt=N.  Then if Q= - ~-'-t m (xxr+yf f+ z£)  
r ~ J3 
m ~ 
- -  ~,  the differential equations of the motion of m about M are 
d 2 x d Q d~9 d Q d ~ z d Q 
dt_~+~x=O,  ~-~+- f~=o,  ~7~+~£=o.  
Communicated by the Author. 
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